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Credits: Planck 2015

CDM + simplest model of inflation work very well⇤
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“Safe” to describe perturbations as quantum 
fields propagating in a classical  FRW

Quantum gravity vs Inflation 

Quantum gravity:

Conceptual completion of the our picture of the early universe  

Phenomenology:   initial conditions for inflation 

Ivan AgulloIntroduction
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Inflation and the initial state
 of perturbations
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Ivan AgulloInflation and the initial state

Pre-inflationary physics:  Initial state for perturbations at onset of slow-roll             

uk(⌘) = ↵k u
BD
k (⌘) + �k(u

BD
k (⌘))?

For instance, a Bogoluibov transformation of the BD vacuum: |�i
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Ivan AgulloInflation and the initial state

Does the initial state          matters for the predictions?

QUANTUM MECHANICS

Stimulated particle creation (for non-conformally coupled bosons) during inflation

Two relevant questions: 

I.A. and L. Parker, 2010-11:

Red-shift, but no dilution / a(t)�3

|�i
I.A., Andersonm, Brandenberger, Danielson, Eaker, Easter, Martin, Molina-Paris, Gasperini, Greene, Kinney, Mottola, Parentani, Parker, Shiu, 
Veneciano, ......
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Ivan AgulloInflation and the initial state

Can the effects from       be disentangled in observations?

Window to pre-inflationary universe!If yes:

|�i

Does the initial state          matters for the predictions?

QUANTUM MECHANICS

Stimulated particle creation (for non-conformally coupled bosons) during inflation

Two relevant questions: 
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Two-point function: Power Spectrum PR(k) =
k3

2⇡2
|uk|2

I.A., Andersonm, Brandenberger, Danielson, Eaker, Easter, Martin, Molina-Paris, Gasperini, Greene, Kinney, Mottola, Parentani, Parker, Shiu, 
Veneciano, ......

oscillatory term: typical from pre-inflationary physics

(difficult to observe, but not impossible)

Observations may be sensitive to the     dependence of          (global amplitude difficult to constrain)k �k

The tensor to scalar ratio      and the inflationary consistency relation                      may be modifiedr = �8ntr

Ivan AgulloInflation and the initial state
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Three-point function: Bispectrum

~k2~k1

~k3
hR̂~k1

R̂~k2
R̂~k3

i = (2⇡)3�(~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3)BR(k1, k2, k3)

Large amplification in squeezed and collinear configurations

I.A, Parker ‘10,

Ivan AgulloInflation and the initial state

BNBD/BBD

k3/k1

k2/k1
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Chen, Huang, Kachru, Shiu’07 ,  Holman, Tolley 08, I.A. Parker 10

~k1

~k2

~k3
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Planck 2015 does not find evidence for such a strong enhancement in observable modes 
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Ivan AgulloInflation and the initial state

Exact expressions
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Ivan AgulloInflation and the initial state
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Loop Quantum Cosmology



Ivan Agullo

8

Loop Quantum Gravity:  approach to QG. Not fully complete yet.  

Less ambitious target: symmetry reduced scenarios: black hole space-times, FRW, etc 
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Ivan Agullo

8

Loop Quantum Gravity:  approach to QG. Not fully complete yet.  

Less ambitious target: symmetry reduced scenarios: black hole space-times, FRW, etc 

Loop Quantum Cosmology: LQG-type quantization of cosmological space-times

Ashtekar, Bojowald, Brizuela, Campiglia, Corichi, Garay, Lewandowsky, Martin, Martin-Benito, Mena-Marugan, Olmedo, Pawlowski, Singh, 
Taveras, Vandersloot, Vidoto, Wilson-Ewing,...) 

The quantization program can be completed:                          ,  dynamics, etc FRW (a,�) 2 H0
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Loop Quantum Gravity:  approach to QG. Not fully complete yet.  

Less ambitious target: symmetry reduced scenarios: black hole space-times, FRW, etc 

All operators representing physical quantities are bounded above in       : no Big 
Bang singularity 

H0

whereh⇢̂i ⇢
max

/ ~�1For example:

(Ashtekar, Corichi, Singh’06)

Results have been extended to more complicated space-times: Bianchi, k=1,     , Gowdy models.⇤

⇢
max

⇠ ⇢
P `

Loop Quantum Cosmology: LQG-type quantization of cosmological space-times

Ashtekar, Bojowald, Brizuela, Campiglia, Corichi, Garay, Lewandowsky, Martin, Martin-Benito, Mena-Marugan, Olmedo, Pawlowski, Singh, 
Taveras, Vandersloot, Vidoto, Wilson-Ewing,...) 

The quantization program can be completed:                          ,  dynamics, etc FRW (a,�) 2 H0
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Loop Quantum Gravity:  approach to QG. Not fully complete yet.  

Less ambitious target: symmetry reduced scenarios: black hole space-times, FRW, etc 

Simplifications also imply limitations. Checks are needed 

All operators representing physical quantities are bounded above in       : no Big 
Bang singularity 
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Bounce replacing the Big Bang singularity

Arena to construct a Quantum Gravity extension of the inflationary scenario

A couple of relevant results:

effective equations k=0 FRW

H2 =
8⇡G

3
⇢

✓
1� ⇢

⇢
max

◆
 FRW(a,�)For semiclassical states                        ,                     

If (�, V (�)) in the matter sector: Inflation, almost unavoidably, appears at some

Ashtekar, Sloan (see also Corichi, Karami)time after the bounce
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Perturbations start in the vacuum at early times

Evolution across the bounce amplifies 
curvature perturbations for long wavelengths 
(compared to the space-time curvature scale)

Then standard slow-roll inflation begins, but perturbations reach the onset of 
inflation in an excited state, rather than the Bunch-Davies vacuum

Observational consequences

In this talk:
4/10/15, 5:29 PMThe Beginning of Everything: A New Paradigm Shift for the Infant Universe — Eberly College of Science

Page 1 of 4http://science.psu.edu/news-and-events/2012-news/Ashtekar11-2012

The Beginning of  Everything: A New Paradigm
Shift for the Infant Universe

Diagram showing evolution of  the Universe according to the new paradigm of  Loop Quantum Origins, developed
by scientists at Penn State University and published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the
scientific journal Physical Review Letters. Image source: P. Singh Physics 5, 142 (2012). Image credit: Alan Stonebraker.
For re-use requests, contact APS.

28 November 2012 — A new paradigm for understanding the earliest eras in the history of  the universe has been
developed by scientists at Penn State University. Using techniques from an area of  modern physics called loop
quantum cosmology, developed at Penn State, the scientists now have extended analyses that include quantum
physics farther back in time than ever before -- all the way to the beginning. The new paradigm of  loop quantum
origins shows, for the first time, that the large-scale structures we now see in the universe evolved from fundamental
fluctuations in the essential quantum nature of  "space-time," which existed even at the very beginning of  the universe
over 14 billion years ago. The achievement also provides new opportunities for testing competing theories of  modern
cosmology against breakthrough observations expected from next-generation telescopes. The research will be
published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the scientific journal Physical Review Letters.

"We humans always have yearned to understand more about the origin and evolution of  our universe," said Abhay
Ashtekar, the senior author of  the paper. "So it is an exciting time in our group right now, as we begin using our
new paradigm to understand, in more detail, the dynamics that matter and geometry experienced during the earliest
eras of  the universe, including at the very beginning." Ashtekar is the Holder of  the Eberly Family Chair in Physics at
Penn State and the director of  the university's Institute for Gravitation and the Cosmos. Coauthors of  the paper,

Fig. Credits: A. Stonebraker

Summary of strategy:

LQC extension of the inflationary scenario and its observable consequences
I.A., Ashtekar, Nelson: PRL 109 251301 (2012); PRD 87 043507 (2013); CQG 30 085014 (2013)
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For �B = 1 m = 1.3⇥ 10�6 (Planck units) and vacuum initial conditions in the pastand

(of course, other choices possible)
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We chose

13

V (�) =
1

2
m2�2

For �B = 1 m = 1.3⇥ 10�6 (Planck units) and vacuum initial conditions in the pastand

(of course, other choices possible)

Scalar Power spectrum:

Gray points: numerical result for individual k’s 
Black line: average
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Ivan AgulloThe Power Spectrum
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Loop Quantum Cosmology

Observable 
 modest

Length

t
onset

t
Bounce

1/kI1/kLQC

Two relevant scales:

scalar curvature at the bounce
kLQC

a(tB)
=

p
RB/6

kI
a(tI)

=
p

RI/6

Where

Where RI ⇠ 10�10 scalar curvature at the onset of accelerated expansion

RB = 48⇡G ⇢
max

⇡ 62

curvature radius

k? = 0.002Mpc�1
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12 Planck Collaboration: Constraints on inflation

Model Parameter Planck TT+lowP Planck TT+lowP+lensing Planck TT+lowP+BAO Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP
ns 0.9666 ± 0.0062 0.9688 ± 0.0061 0.9680 ± 0.0045 0.9652 ± 0.0047

⇤CDM+r r0.002 < 0.103 < 0.114 < 0.113 < 0.099
�2� lnLmax 0 0 0 0

+dns/d ln k

ns 0.9667 ± 0.0066 0.9690 ± 0.0063 0.9673 ± 0.0043 0.9644 ± 0.0049

⇤CDM+r r0.002 < 0.180 < 0.186 < 0.176 < 0.152
r < 0.168 < 0.176 < 0.166 < 0.149

dns/d ln k �0.0126+0.0098
�0.0087 �0.0076+0.0092

�0.0080 �0.0125 ± 0.0091 �0.0085 ± 0.0076
�2� lnLmax �0.81 �0.08 �0.87 �0.38

Table 4. Constraints on the primordial perturbation parameters for ⇤CDM+r and ⇤CDM+r+dns/d ln k models from Planck.
Constraints on the spectral index and its dependence on the wavelength are given at the pivot scale of k⇤ = 0.05 Mpc�1.
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Planck 2013

Planck TT+lowP

Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP

Fig. 6. Marginalized joint confidence contours for (ns , r), at the
68 % and 95 % CL, in the presence of running of the spectral
indices, and for the same data combinations as in the previous
figure.

for the base ⇤CDM model. When tensors are added, the bounds
become

r0.002 < 0.09 (95 % CL, Planck TT+lowP+WP),(31)
ns = 0.9655 ± 0.058 (68 % CL, Planck TT+lowP+WP),(32)
⌧ = 0.073+0.011

�0.013 (68 % CL, Planck TT+lowP+WP).(33)

When tensors and running are both varied, we obtain r0.002 <
0.14 (95 % CL) and dns/d ln k = �0.010 ± 0.008 (68 % CL)
for Planck TT+lowP+WP. These constraints are all tighter than
those based on Planck TT+lowP only.

5.3. The tensor-to-scalar ratio and the low-` deficit in
temperature

As noted previously (Planck Collaboration XV, 2014; Planck
Collaboration XVI, 2014; Planck Collaboration XXII, 2014), the
low-` temperature data display a slight lack of power compared
to the expectation of the best-fit tensor-free base ⇤CDM model.
Since tensor fluctuations add power on small scales, the effect
will be exacerbated in models allowing r > 0.

In order to quantify this tension, we compare the observed
constraint on r to that inferred from simulated Planck data. In
the simulations, we assume the underlying fiducial model to be

tensor-free, with parameters close to the base⇤CDM best-fit val-
ues. We limit the simulations to mock temperature power spec-
tra only and fit these spectra with an exact low-` likelihood for
2  `  29 (see Perotto et al. (2006)), and a high-` Gaussian
likelihood for 30  `  2508 based on the frequency-combined,
foreground-marginalized, unbinned Planck temperature power
spectrum covariance matrix. Additionally, we impose a Gaussian
prior of ⌧ = 0.07 ± 0.02.

Based on 100 simulated data sets, we find an expectation
value for the 95 % CL upper limit on the tensor-to-scalar ratio of
r̄2� ⇡ 0.260. The corresponding constraint from real data (using
low-` Commander temperature data, the frequency-combined,
foreground-marginalized, unbinned Planck high-` TT power
spectrum, and the same prior on ⌧ as above) reads r < 0.123,
confirming that the actual constraint is tighter than what one
would have expected. However, the actual constraint is not ex-
cessively unusual: out of the 100 simulations, 4 lead to an even
tighter bound, corresponding to a significance of about 2�.
Thus, under the hypothesis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology, the
upper limit on r that we get from the data is not implausible as a
chance fluctuation of the low multipole power.

To illustrate the contribution of the low-` temperature power
deficit to the estimates of cosmological parameters, we show as
an example in Fig. 7 how ns shifts towards lower values when
the ` < 30 temperature information is discarded (we will refer to
this case as “Planck TT�lowT”). The shift in ns is approximately
�0.005 (or �0.003 when the lowP likelihood is replaced by a
Gaussian prior ⌧ = 0.07 ± 0.02). Comparing with Sect. 4.4, we
notice that these shifts are larger than when fitting a primordial
spectrum suppressed on large scales to the data.

Figure 8 displays the posterior probability for r for various
combinations of data sets, some of which exclude the ` < 30 TT
data. This leads to the very conservative bounds r . 0.24 and
r . 0.23 at 95 % CL when combined with the lowP likelihood
or with the Gaussian prior ⌧ = 0.07 ± 0.020, respectively.

5.4. Relaxing assumptions on the late-time cosmological
evolution

As in the Planck 2013 release (PCI13), we now ask how robust
the Planck results on the tensor-to-scalar ratio are against as-
sumptions on the late-time cosmological evolution. The results
are summarized in Table 5, and some particular cases are illus-
trated in Fig. 9. Constraints on r turn out to be remarkably stable
for one-parameter extensions of the ⇤CDM+r model, with the
only exception the⇤CDM+r+⌦K case in the absence of the late-
time information from Planck lensing or BAO data. The weak
trend towards ⌦K < 0, i.e. towards a positively curved (closed)

15

Also:     

can decrease (w.r.t. inflationary predictions)

more negative

consistency relation may get modified

positive running

r

nt

r� 8nt

LQC contributions at low k’s:

Power amplification for the initial conditions we have considered

We have explored the full parameter space and evaluated LQC correction to the scalar 
and tensor power spectra 

Main features in the results:

Oscillations

Testable predictions if primordial grav. waves are observed

Inflation 
(without LQC corrections) 
Out of the 95% CL region

LQC 
allowed  
region

V (�) =
1

2
m2�2

I.A., Morris 15

The Power Spectrum
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Non-Gaussianity



Origin: quantum interaction between “particles” during inflation 
Single-field consistency reaction relies on classical arguments. Therefore its conclusion are neatly 
bypassed 

Ivan AgulloNon-Gaussianity
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BR/BBD
R

k2/k?

k3/k?

Friday, June 5, 15

k1 = 0.22k?
k?/a0 = 0.002Mc�1

Inflationary non-Gaussianity from LQC

hR ~k1
R ~k2

R ~k3
i = (2⇡)3�(~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3)BR(k1, k2, k3)

I.A. & Parker: expected enhancement in squeezed configurations k1 ⇡ k2 � k3

(I.A. 2015)
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BR/BBD
R

k2/k?

k3/k?

Friday, June 5, 15

Take home points:

1) Compatible with observations: very Gaussian for observable scales 

2) Large correlations between longest wavelengths in the CMB and super-Horizon modes 

Ivan AgulloNon-Gaussianity

(Bartolo, Bramante, Byrnes, Carrol, Dimastrogiovanni, Erickcen, Hui, Jeong, Kamionkowski, Liddle, Lyth, LoVerde, 
Matarrese, Mota, Nelson, Nurmi, Peloso, Ricciardone,  Shandera,  Schmidt, Tasinato,   Thorsrud,  Urban,...)

These correlations may be relevant for the CMB: the may modify the 
statistics of observable modes

21



LQC and Power asymmetry



Ivan AgulloLQC and Power asymmetry
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WMAP:  anisotropies in the CMB: Power Asymmetry

Confirmed by Planck at same level of significance ⇠ 3�

18 21



Ivan AgulloLQC and Power asymmetry
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WMAP:  anisotropies in the CMB: Power Asymmetry

Confirmed by Planck at same level of significance

AL = 0 L > 1

` < 64

Anisotropies found significantly larger than expected for a typical realization of an isotropic 
Gaussian distribution

off-diagonal = anisotropies

Planck 2013
AL=1 = 0.07± 0.02

�T (n̂) =
X

`m

a`m Y`m(n̂) Wigner 3j-symbolangular Power spectrum

for and compatible with zero for 

ha`ma?`0m0i = �``0�mm0 C` +
X

LM

ALM G``0L
�mm0M (C` + C`0)

` > 64

Scale dependent dipole modulation

⇠ 3�

18 21



Ivan AgulloLQC and Power asymmetry
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Two (at least) possible solutions:

1) Break isotropy at the fundamental level (e.g. Bianchi phase of early universe)

2) Keep isotropy, but break Gaussianity: a typical realization may look 
significantly more anisotropic if the spectrum is not Gaussian

But careful: our CMB is very Gaussian (Planck)               

Large correlations between observable modes and super-horizon modes 
to be observed can do the job

(Bartolo, Bramante, Byrnes, Carrol, Dimastrogiovanni, Erickcen, Hui, Jeong, Kamionkowski, LoVerde, Matarrese, 
Mota, Nelson, Nurmi, Peloso, Ricciardone,  Shandera,  Schmidt, Tasinato,   Thorsrud,  Urban,...)

(Schmitd & Hui 2013)

Challenge: build a model with such non-Gaussianity but with negligible 
correlations among observable modes

21



Ivan AgulloLQC and Power asymmetry space for the background
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This is precisely what we find form the bounce 
BR/BBD

R

k2/k?

k3/k?

Friday, June 5, 15
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Friday, June 5, 15

I’ve computed the expected value of AL =
1

(2L+ 1)

X

M

ALM for different value of our

parameters.  For some cases I find results in agreement with observations

E.g. m = 1.1⇥ 10�6�B = 1.22 and vacuum initial condition before the bounce

Scale dependent dipole modulation

Claim: a bounce preceding inflation can originate the “anomalous” observed 
power asymmetry
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4/10/15, 5:29 PMThe Beginning of Everything: A New Paradigm Shift for the Infant Universe — Eberly College of Science

Page 1 of 4http://science.psu.edu/news-and-events/2012-news/Ashtekar11-2012

The Beginning of  Everything: A New Paradigm
Shift for the Infant Universe

Diagram showing evolution of  the Universe according to the new paradigm of  Loop Quantum Origins, developed
by scientists at Penn State University and published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the
scientific journal Physical Review Letters. Image source: P. Singh Physics 5, 142 (2012). Image credit: Alan Stonebraker.
For re-use requests, contact APS.

28 November 2012 — A new paradigm for understanding the earliest eras in the history of  the universe has been
developed by scientists at Penn State University. Using techniques from an area of  modern physics called loop
quantum cosmology, developed at Penn State, the scientists now have extended analyses that include quantum
physics farther back in time than ever before -- all the way to the beginning. The new paradigm of  loop quantum
origins shows, for the first time, that the large-scale structures we now see in the universe evolved from fundamental
fluctuations in the essential quantum nature of  "space-time," which existed even at the very beginning of  the universe
over 14 billion years ago. The achievement also provides new opportunities for testing competing theories of  modern
cosmology against breakthrough observations expected from next-generation telescopes. The research will be
published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the scientific journal Physical Review Letters.

"We humans always have yearned to understand more about the origin and evolution of  our universe," said Abhay
Ashtekar, the senior author of  the paper. "So it is an exciting time in our group right now, as we begin using our
new paradigm to understand, in more detail, the dynamics that matter and geometry experienced during the earliest
eras of  the universe, including at the very beginning." Ashtekar is the Holder of  the Eberly Family Chair in Physics at
Penn State and the director of  the university's Institute for Gravitation and the Cosmos. Coauthors of  the paper,

LQC and FRW space-time

21
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Ashtekar, the senior author of  the paper. "So it is an exciting time in our group right now, as we begin using our
new paradigm to understand, in more detail, the dynamics that matter and geometry experienced during the earliest
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Ivan AgulloIvan AgulloLQC and the early Universe 

Difficulty: how do we study quantum fields (matter+grav. perturbations) propagating 
on a quantum space-time?

I.A., Ashtekar, Nelson: PRL 109 251301 (2012); PRD 87 043507 (2013); CQG 30 085014 (2013)
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Difficulty: how do we study quantum fields (matter+grav. perturbations) propagating 
on a quantum space-time?

I.A., Ashtekar, Nelson: PRL 109 251301 (2012); PRD 87 043507 (2013); CQG 30 085014 (2013)

Same approach as in inflation: perturbations are test field propagating in a given 
(now quantum) FRW background  FRW

H = H
hom

⌦H
pert

One start from the LQC analog of the WdW equation for          and “traces out” 
Main idea:

 =  FRW ⌦  pert

  FRW
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Difficulty: how do we study quantum fields (matter+grav. perturbations) propagating 
on a quantum space-time?

I.A., Ashtekar, Nelson: PRL 109 251301 (2012); PRD 87 043507 (2013); CQG 30 085014 (2013)

 FRWUnforeseen simplification: On a given quantum  space-time           (not necessarily 
semiclassical), evolution of perturbations  is mathematically equivalent to a propagation in a FRW 
smooth metric        . g̃ab

Reults:

E.g., for tensor perturbations

T̂ 00
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ã0

ã
T̂ 0
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(⌘̃) + k2T̂~k(⌘̃) = 0
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Main idea:

 =  FRW ⌦  pert
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g̃abdx
a
dx

b = ã(⌘̃)[�d⌘̃

2 + d~x

2] with ,

      is constructed from expectation values of background operators. Of course, it does not 
satisfy Einstein eqns, and coefficients prop. to     ~

LQC and the early Universe 
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This is a QFT in a quantum space-time

g̃ab effective, dressed metric

If the state for the background               is highly peaked, then         is simply the g̃ab
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solution of the effective equations

 FRW

Further simplification (if desired):
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